
What we do

Resibuild are an independent thought leadership team in the UK, helping
the residential construction industry find workable solutions to common yet
complex problems.

Why this event

We’re inviting you to take part in our most expansive, wide-reaching event
yet.
As we travel from Reading to Dublin, Belfast to Manchester and finally
stopping in Leicester, we’ll be bringing together some of the finest minds
this industry has to offer.
Resibuild events are regularly being led across the world to discover,
understand and educate the industry about the challenges faced around
high rise residential construction.

Why you

Solving the ongoing industry puzzle means needing to search for the most
exciting, most thought-provoking industry professionals all over the UK
and Ireland. We’re coming to you in order for your voices as architects,
engineers, safety officers and decision makers to be truly heard.

Book your
place now
www.resi.build/roadshow

Beyond the
Skyline
Destination
Leicester

In association with

Bringing the future to you



Join industry leaders at Sapphire’s Leicester
factory as we discuss ESG visions and
innovation reveals that will shape the
industry’s future .

“The event was very

well organised and the

invited guests had a

high level of technical

understanding of the

issue being discussed

This was a very

informative session.”
Head of Technical, Ecoworld

Resibuild brings together another
fantastic set of face-to-face events,
aiming to bring together the most
influential voices in the industry to
share knowledge and ideas around our
collective construction challenges.

ESG Presentation
Crucial to maintaining the sustainability
of our industry, ESG is a topic we all
need to be keenly aware of. In a
presentation by Sapphire Balconies,
we’ll delve into the methods in which
we can maintain the environmental,
social and governing policies that affect
us.

Innovations

Innovation drives the construction industry
and in a showcase of the future of the
external envelope, Sapphire Balconies will
be presenting their latest industry-innovating
development. By signing up to Resibuild’s
fantastic stop in Leicester, you’ll be the first
to learn more.

Thought Leadership
Resibuild events are at the
forefront of thought leadership
in our industry, confronting
challenges with solutions. This
event furthers this by bringing
together key players to focus on
the pressing issues of fire, pricing etc.

Networking
This event provides an opportunity to
meet like-minded industry
professionals with designated space
to network along with refreshments
and an excellent view from one of the
cities iconic buildings.

Improving Our Industry
We’re passionate about improving
our industry and believe we can all
play our part to mitigate the risks and
improve future buildings. Through
events like this and our involvement
on BSI Committees, we hope to
shape the industries standards of
tomorrow in a practical way which is
beneficial to everyone.
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YOU could be a key part in
solving the industry puzzle85%

Say new regulations create a
gap in their know ledge

Book
Now

www.resi.build/roadshow


